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Cable 1 LED Cable 2

The '5' Basic Rules:

1 LED Pockets can be suspended on 'Cables' or 'Rods' 

2 Each Suspended drop - designed to hold - 1, 2, 3 or 4x LED Pockets

3 Each additional drop - requires a gap to allow for the power supply!

4 Each additional drop - Minimum gap recommended is = 150mm Cable 1 LED Cable 2

5 All the weight is suspended from the ceiling so, solid anchor points are crucial
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Total of 9x Steps 3x A3 Landscape LED Pockets - suspended on 2x Ceiling to Floor Cables

Step 1: - Solid Ceiling Anchor Point
1. The most important aspect of these displays is the ceiling fitting
2. Always ensure a true solid anchor on the ceiling area
3. Never anchor to a metal beam!
4. Always anchor securely - remember all the weight is on the ceiling cables!

Step 2: - Screws and Warning
1. Screws are not supplied
2. When selecting your wanted screws - 
3. Once again, remember the weight is all on the ceiling cable
4. Now decide where the 1st Cable needs to be anchored

Step 3: - Bare Steel Cables
1. Some cables are supplied with bare steel cable
2. If you have been supplied bare cables - go to 'Step 5'

Step 4: - Plastic Coated Steel Cables
1. Some cables are supplied with a plastic coating
2. If you have been supplied plastic coated cables….
3. Where the LED Grippers touch the cable - scrap off the plastic section
4. Also where you add the transformer power supply (normally the ceiling area)

5. This plastic removal allows / LED Pockets to gain power!
6. Now go to 'Step 5'

Step 5: - Correct Gaps between the Cables
1. This is found easily - place a LED Pocket flat on your floor / table
2. Measure the gap between the left and right top grippers
3. Now take a note of this measurement, this is now known as the "True Measurement"
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Step 6: - Adding the 2x Suspending cables

1. OK now you have the "True Measurement"

2. Now decide where the 1st Cable needs to be hung

3. Secure the 1st cable to your ceiling (Let the cable to hang loose)
4. Now secure the 2nd cable, remember the "True Measurement"

Step 7: - Adding the LED Pockets

1. Example image reveals 3x LED panels

2. Now using a small spirit level and Allan key or even a screw driver

3. With the help of an assistant, hold LED Pocket between the cables

4. Now secure the grippers onto the cables, using the level all the time

5. Lets assume the FIRST LED is level and fully attached

6. Leaving a gap of say 50mm or more….

7. Repeat 2,3,4

8. Now keep repeating until all LED Pockets are securely attached

Step 8: Cable Bottoms

1. Now plumb the bottom cables + secure into place

2. Remove all un-wanted excess cable lengths (take your time)

3. Now secure cables to the bottom cable holder

Step 9: Power Supply

1. Best location for the power transformers is always in the ceiling void area

2. Attach 1x Power connector to the top or even bottom of each cable

3. Now connect the transformers 'thin cables' 

4. Now before adding the transformer power

5. Seriously consider, adding a power surge protector

6. Now turn on the power - that's it
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